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Like Us On Social Media 
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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Shrewd Tipster  
Win Bet - Catterick 12:25 - Just Be Friendly @ 2/1 

The Pro Punter  
Win Bet - Bangor-on-Dee 13:05 - Anytime Will Do @ 5/4 

Value Wins  
Win Bet - Wolverhampton (A.W) 20:15 - Sun Hat @ 9/2 
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Forest Can Win At Burton In The EFL Cup   

In a former life Nottingham Forest won the League Cup four times while their 
manager was called Brian Clough. The best manager never given the England job 
left Forest in 1993 and since then the club have never progressed beyond the 
quarter-finals of the competition. They can reach the last eight this season but must 
get past Burton Albion on the road to get that far. 


Ironically Brian’s son Nigel is the manager of Burton but recent form is against him. 
Forest have lost just one their last eight away fixtures and can extend that run 
tonight. Burton are the lowest ranked team in the last 16 while there is some quality 
in the Forest squad. Class should prevail in this meeting so NOTTINGHAM FOREST 
are the bet to win in 90 minutes at 5/4 with bet365.    


The first day of the Cheltenham Festival in March was voted the favourite fixture in 
the UK in a survey conducted by the Racing Post. The Tuesday of the meeting ends 
months of speculation and fluctuations in ante post betting for the major 
championship races. The feature race is the Champion Hurdle and there could 
already have been the most significant move. Samcro will continue to race over 
hurdles and the Champion Hurdle is the season long target.  


The horse is trained by Gordon Elliott and owned by Gigginstown who are also the 
founders and owners of Ryanair. The boss, Michael O’Leary, understands the value 
of a pound or Euro and he will have calculated the best chance of his horse winning 
a race at the festival. Chasing can wait for at least another year and the horse has 
the potential to be that good that SAMCRO should be backed at 5/2 with 
Ladbrokes to win the 2019 Champion Hurdle. 


There are no horses running in Britain today that would finish within a furlong of 
Samcro in a hurdle race. There is a competitive handicap hurdle today at Bangor 
which is the only British track that does not have a stand. Race goers will be viewing 
the 2.40 contest over two miles and seven furlongs from a grass verge overlooking 
the track. CAPTAIN SIMON is the nap of the day at 2/1 with William Hill.  


 General Things To Consider In Horse Racing - By High 
Roller Racing


With both codes of racing prominent now… hurdles, chases, bumpers, sprints, 
middle distances and long distance racing ..it's a lot to contend with and not easy to 
sort the weeds from the chaff. Also Turf or All-Weather surface.


On the National Hunt front we need to realise that some horses have had had races 
this season and need a rest rather than another race. Two fine examples were 
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shown at Aintree where the two horses concerned Top Notch and Charbel were 
both shadows of themselves from Cheltenham. There were other horses that were in 
the same groove but didn't show their true form. Look out for this type of animal. 
The National Hunt season approaches and a vigilant eye needs to be cast over 
those who have run at either Cheltenham Festival or Aintree and trainers look for 
early season wins.


On the Flat we have lots of all weather and turf racing going on now. For the all 
weather look out for a good jockey with an inform horse and a good draw. If you 
don't know about the draw go to drawbias.com and check there. Make sure your 
horse has the right distance to suit and beware of horses dropping back in distance 
or significantly up in distance.


Many Classic Trials are happening on the Flat because the 1,000 and  2,000 Guineas 
races are in early April at Newmarket. This takes months of planning by staff and 
trainers to get the horse ready for ‘the day’


Whatever code of racing you choose be very watchful and wary as trainers 
nowadays run two, three or sometimes more horses in one race… usually the result 
may not be according to the form book… quite often form plays no part in the result! 


Good luck whichever way you choose your selections. Why not try HIGH 
ROLLER where you JOIN FREE and pay £10 for WINNERS… our strike rate in 
October is just over 50 percent as I write. Give us a go?   

CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 

Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Well members at Unity have another winning month. That’s 3 big ones in a row! 

The last week has seen a few nice winners. 


Winter is most definitely here the weather has changed the clocks have gone back 
and we settle down to a really exciting jump season. I’m going to put out 2 more 
horses to follow next week so watch out for that! 


I love the jump’s and I think this year might just be very special. We have taken on 
some new information from some top jumps yards and some that are lesser known. 
Smaller yards have winners at much better value as the markets tend to devalue the 
horses they run. Whatever happens we are as ever determined to bring our 
members a 4th and 5th year of continuous profits. 


Today’s free bet is Catterick 12-55 Handicap (Class 6) 5f Campion 28/1 with Paddy 
Power showed plenty of early pace last time at Newcastle a track that seems to 
work out better for horses coming off the pace. Catterick very much favours horses 
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near the pace so I can see a much better performance from him. Ground should be 
fine too and dropping in trip also looks ideal. 


Bets for our main service will be out around 11.30 am today so there is plenty of 
time to get involved.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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